GTIP Bibliography – Journals focusing on Geography

Unless otherwise stated all the links below go to the home page of the journal. Each home page indicates the aims and scope of the journal and links to the contents and abstracts of articles.

**Annals of the Association of American Geographers** [Visit website]

**Antipode** [Visit website]


**Area** [Visit website]


**Children's Geographies** [Visit website]


Martin, F. (2008) 'Ethnogeography: towards liberatory geography education', *Children's Geographies*, 6, 4, pp. 437-450. Keywords: ethnogeography; geography education; primary geography; Freire; liberatory education.


**Geography Compass** (an online journal) [Visit website](http://www.geography.com)

Evans, B. (2008) 'Geographies of Youth/Young People', *Geography Compass* (Social), 3. Keywords: spatial analysis, age, society.


Butler, T (2007) 'Memoryscape: How Audio Walks Can Deepen Our Sense of Place by Integrating Art, Oral History and Cultural Geography', *Geography Compass* (Cultural) 2, pp. 350–372. The *Teaching and Learning Guide* for this article provides some very useful weblinks. Keywords: public participation, mapping, qualitative methods, landscape.


**Geography** [Visit website](http://www.geography.org.uk/)


Wood, P. (2005) 'In defence of the new agenda', *Geography*, 90, 2, pp. 84-89.


Spencer, C. (2003) 'Why has the geography curriculum been so little attuned to the child's geographical enquiry?', *Geography*, 88, 3, pp. 233-234.


**Progress in Human Geography**

Home page of journal: [aims and scope](#)
Lists of contents can be found [here](#)


**Progress in Physical Geography**

Home page of journal: [aims and scope](#)
Lists of contents, but no abstracts, can be found [here](#)

**The Geographical Journal** [Visit website](#)

**Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers** [Visit website](#)


